Quick and Easy Raleigh Towing - Call (919) 601-4266
Today!
Lowest Affordable Prices in Raleigh.
Raleigh Cary Towing, established in 2015, is a premier towing
service located in Raleigh NC. Formerly Abba Towing, a
wrecker service based in Garner, Raleigh Cary Towing
expanded to cover more of the fast growing metropolitan
area here in Raleigh, NC. Raleigh Cary Towing has drivers who
know their way around Raleigh, ensuring the fastest and
safest route. If towing near Raleigh is what you need just give
Raleigh Cary Towing a call.
Common Roads we service:
Capital Boulevard (Capital Blvd) Towing
Glennwood Avenue Towing
Wade Avenue Towing
Ridge Road (Ridge Rd.) Towing
Buck Jones Road Towing
Poole Rd. Towing
New Bern Avenue Towing
Blue Ridge Rd. Towing
Edwards Mill Rd. Towing
Skycrest Drive Towing
Avent Ferry Rd. Towing

Hillsborough Street Towing
Gorman Street Towing
Western Blvd. Towing
Peace St. Towing
Anderson Drive Towing
Atlantic Ave. Towing
Lynn Rd. Towing
Garner Rd. Towing
North Hills Drive Towing
Brier Creek Pkwy Towing
Fayetteville Street Towing
Boylan Heights Towing
Moore Square Towing
North Hills Towing

Neighborhoods we Service:
Oakwood
Stonehenge
Brier Creek
Five Points
Cameron Village Towing
Five Point Towing
North Hills Towing

Malls and Other
Services We Provide:
Towing Service
Wrecker Service
Winch Out
Lock Out Service
Tire Change

Towing Terminology: Know the business!!!
Class 1 (Class I) hitch - Trailer hitch with capacity of up to 2,000 lbs gross trailer weight and 200 lbs
tongue weight.
Class 2 (Class II) hitch - Trailer hitch with weight-carrying rating of up to 3,500 lbs gross trailer weight
and 300/350 lbs tongue weight.
Class 3 (Class III) hitch - Trailer hitch with weight carrying rating of up to 5,000 lbs gross trailer weight
and 500 lbs tongue weight. Also sometimes used to refer to a hitch with any 2" receiver, regardless of
rating.
Class 4 (Class IV) hitch - Trailer hitch with weight carrying rating of up to 10,000 lbs gross trailer weight
and 1,000 - 1,200 lbs tongue weight. Although many times any hitch with a capacity greater than 5,000
lbs gross weight is referred to as a Class 4.
Converter - Converts 3-wire tow vehicle electrical systems to 2-wire systems by integrating the stop and
turn signal circuits as is common in trailer wiring.
Custom hitch - A hitch that is designed for a particular year, make and model of vehicle. Because these
hitches are made for a specific vehicle, the best possible appearance can be achieved.
Coupler - The part of the trailer tongue holding the hitch ball used to secure the trailer to the tow vehicle.
Curb weight - The empty weight of a vehicle full of fuel and all fluids. Curb weight does not include
passengers or payload.
Drawbar - A removable coupling platform that slides into a hitch receiver and fastens with a pin and clip,
or the "tongue" portion of a fixed-tongue hitch. The term drawbar is sometimes used to distinguish a ball
mount with a solid ball shank or a coupling configuration different than a hitch ball (such as a pintle hook).
Fifth wheel hitch - A Class 5 hitch that mounts in the bed of pickup truck which uses a plate in the bed of
the truck (similiar to a semi-tractor) and a pin on the trailer.

Fixed tongue hitch - A hitch with an integral ball platform (tongue) that cannot be removed.
FWD - Front-wheel drive
Gooseneck - A Class 5 hitch that mounts a ball in the bed of a pickup truck (either 2-5/16" or 3" in
diameter) to engage a coupler on a trailer. Not to be confused with a fifth wheel.
Gross Towing Weight (GTW) - This is the weight of the trailer fully packed. This is measured by putting
a fully loaded trailer on a scale.
Gross combined vehicle weight (GCVW) - Total combined weight of the two coupled vehicles, including
all passengers and payload.
Gross vehicle weight (GVW) - The total weight of a vehicle including all of its contents and passengers.
Gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) - The weight specified by a manufacturer as the recommended
maximum weight of a vehicle when fully loaded
Hitch - A device which attaches directly to a tow vehicle providing the connection between the tow
vehicle and the trailer. Hitch installations are most often considered permanent.
Hitch ball - The ball-shaped attachment to a hitch onto which a trailer coupler is attached.
Hitch Shank Hole - The diameter of the opening in the ball mount for the hitch ball shank to go through.
The hitch ball shank diameter and the ball mounts shank hole diameter should match.
Hitch Tube Cover - The receiver end cap that fits over the 1-1/4" or 2" receiver end of a hitch. Designed
to protect the end from the elements and to give the hitch a finished look. There are many designer or
logo covers available to enhance the look of your vehicle.
Jackknife - An extreme turning manuever that risks damage to the tow
vehicle and the trailer when the trailer tongue or body swings into the
contact with the tow vehicle. Jackknife accidents usually occur while
backing up.
Locking pin - A hitch pin that locks with a key to prevent theft of a ball
mount or other insert.
Lunette eye - A round metal ring used in place of a ball coupler on a trailer. It attaches to a pintle hook on
the towing vehicle.
Payload - The transported load. Freight, excluding the weight of the trailer or tow vehicle.
Pin & Clip - The pin & clip are very important as they secure the receiver and the hitch or hitch
accessory. The pin rests in the shank hole of the receiver and the clip fits over the head of the pin.
Pin - Used to fasten any insert (ball mount, bike rack) into a receiver hitch. Available in standard and
locking configurations.

Pintle hitch - A common heavy-duty coupling type which utilizes a pintle hook attached to a tow vehicle
to pull a trailer having a lunette eye. Pintle hitches are commonly used on military, construction, industrial
and agricultural equipment.
Pintle hook - The "jaw" portion of a pintle hitch which attaches to the tow vehicle.
Pintle mount - An insert for a receiver hitch, having a shank with a flat plate to bolt
a pintlehook to. These mounts are typically adjustable for vertical height.
Plug - The connector used to connect trailer wiring to a tow vehicle.
Receiver - The receptacle part of a trailer hitch which accommodates inserts such asball
mounts, drawbars or accessory carriers. Common receiver sizes are 1-1/4" and 2".
Receiver cover - A temporary receiver end-cap insertable into a 1-1/4" or 2" hitch receiver. Designed to
protect from the elements. Also used to mask or enhance the look of the hitch when not in use.
Receiver style hitch - Any hitch with a receptacle (typically 1-1/4" or 2") which accommodates inserts
such as drawbars, ball mounts, or bike racks.
Safety Chains - Chains are attached to the trailer tongue and have hooks on their free ends. They keep
the trailer connected to the towing vehicle in the event the coupler or the hitch ball should come free.
SUV - Sport utility vehicle
Sway control device - A device similiar to a shock absorber which resists swaying movement of a trailer
tongue sometimes caused by passing vehicles and wind.
Tandem axle - Two axles (four wheels).
Tongue - The part of the trailer which extends forward from the trailer box and includes the coupler.
Tongue Weight (TW) - The downward force exerted on the ball by the trailer coupler. Generally tongue
weight should not be more than 10% of the gross trailer weight.
Tow bar - A device attached to the front of a vehicle which allows it to be towed by another vehicle while
riding on its own wheels.
Tow vehicle (towing vehicle) - The vehicle that pulls a trailer or towed vehicle.

